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what is after all the founda Lion of all missionary work. Then today

third and fourth is rather specific. The second is more general. The

second deals with the principles found in the èe&bck Old Testament

that are vital for bec understanding of the Old Testament and of all missionary
to some extent

work. These principles grow out of that/,vith which we will deal today, and

they are kxx basic background for what we tried to deal with the last

two days. Now, of course the subjects, Missions in the Old Testament

or Missions in the Old Testament period, are much too vast to attend tothem

more than touch upon them in these four days, and so rather than giving a

survey of the whole subject, I am intending after these two very vital

foundation lectures I am intending on the third and fourth to take the two

of the greatest misslonries who ever lived and study these missionarys=ies

-end- as examples in6many ways for us today. So, I would like to suggest as
40

preparatory _Saturday if you can get a chance to run over first Kings

eighteen and nineteen and more particularly l- chapter 21 ve&- verses 19-24.
first

If you feel like finishing the cia pter, that is all right. Particularly ±kM--seeend-
21:

Kings/verses 17-24, and finishing the chapter if you feel like it. And also

II Kings 1 and 2. Those/ if you have in mind on Saturday, you would be

ñixxxx able to follow the discussion more intelligently our discussion

Saturday. Then on Sunday you be able to follow much more intelligentky

what we have discussed, if you have in mind I I Kings 2 , 3:10-20 4:, at

least the summary of what is in chapters 6 , 7, 8 and 9, and then chapter

13:14-25. Now, it is not necessary for you to read these all. I will try

to Fee-- remind you of what is in them &nd- sufficiently to follow but I

think tyou-- that you will get more out of ous discussion on Saturday and

Sunday, if you have recently looked over those tfkbc particular passages.
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